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[1] We use a network of GPS receivers on the Big Island of Hawaii to examine in detail

the precipitable water field of the Ka‘u storm, which generated record rainfall and flash
floods over much of the southern and eastern portions of the island. With GPS stations
distributed from sea level to the highest points on the island, the spatial and temporal
variations in precipitable water as the storm passed over the network are investigated. The
results highlight the role of the topography in controlling the location of convection,
revealing relatively static zones of high precipitable water where onshore winds and
terrain anchor the storm. Using the observed correlation between the precipitable water
and rainfall, estimates of rainfall based on the GPS data are generated. These estimates
compare well with most of the high-rainfall sites but tend to overestimate rainfall for the
low-rainfall areas. Rainfall predictions from a mesoscale spectral model of the storm
consistently underestimate the observed heavy values. Comparison with the GPS,
however, suggests that this underestimate is probably due to a correlated underestimate of
precipitable water, indicating that significant improvements in predictions could be
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1. Introduction
[2] The Ka‘u (pronounced Ka-oo) storm was an extreme
rain event that impacted the south and east sides of the Big
Island of Hawaii during 1 and 2 November 2000. Maximum hourly rain-rates were over 100 mm/hr (4 in/hr) and
the total rainfall from the storm reached nearly 1000 mm
at one location, with a 24-hour accumulation that fell just
short of setting a state record. Stream gauge records show
that this was the most intense, widespread rain event in
20 years, and at several sites the maximum streamflow
from this storm established records. The extensive flash
floods that resulted are estimated to have caused $70M
property damage and the impacts on roads and other
infrastructure persisted for weeks afterward. Intriguingly,
several days after this huge water-load was deposited on
the island, GPS sites recorded the first documented
instance of an aseismic slip event on Kilauea Volcano
[Cervelli et al., 2002]. This suggests that a shallow fault
may have been activated by the increased pore pressure
due to this excess of water, and raises the question of
whether landslides might also be a delayed but significant
hazard from extreme rainfall events in this area.
Copyright 2003 by the American Geophysical Union.
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[3] The storm was fueled by the remnants of Tropical
Storm Paul, which developed in the inter-tropical convergence zone off the west coast of Mexico on 22 October.
Paul is estimated to have become a tropical storm on the 26
October and to have largely dissipated by 29 October,
having traveled about halfway to Hawaii. The remnants
continued westward and, as they approached the Big Island
on 1 November, they were amplified by an upper level
trough located to the west of the islands.
[4] The maximum rainfall was recorded by the rain gauge
at Kapapala Ranch (HI99) on the south slope of Mauna Loa
(Figure 1). This gauge recorded 989 mm (>39 inches) of
rain over 36 hours and heavy rainfall was recorded over
most of the southern and eastern portions of the island.
Previous studies have investigated this pattern of heavy rain
event on the south-facing slopes of Hawaii [Kodama and
Barnes, 1997; Schroeder, 1978] and have interpreted the
large temporal scales of the heavy precipitation and the
quasi-stationary nature as the effect of orographic lifting,
which anchors the storm to the mountainous terrain when
the winds are blowing onshore.
[5] The formation of the deep convection required for
heavy rain is controlled by the depth of the moist layer and
the interaction of the surface winds with the islands’
complex topography. The NCEP global spectral model,
which, with about 1-degree grid spacing, does not include
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Figure 1. Location map showing the GPS sites and rain gauges used in this study. Rain gauges are
marked by triangles, and GPS sites are marked by circles. The MSM-modeled surface wind field for
0000Z 3 November (day 308) is overlain in dark gray arrows to illustrate the regional wind field for the
storm event. Gray shades indicate 500 m elevation contours.

topography for the Hawaiian Islands, failed to predict any of
the subsequent rainfall. The more detailed regional spectral
model (10-km grid) run operationally by NWS/University
of Hawaii Department of Meteorology [Wang et al., 1998],
which incorporates coarse topography, was able to predict
some rainfall, but it was both grossly underestimated and
mislocated. Only with the inclusion of detailed topography
in a 3-km grid mesoscale spectral model (MSM) (Zhang et
al. [2000]; http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/~rsm), run after the
event, was a more realistic model of the actual rainfall
generated, although even then the predicted rainfall was
only 50– 60% of the actual measured values. This highlights
the potential contribution that an all-weather GPS system
could make in providing rapid and accurate precipitable
water (PW) estimates, particularly in concert with satellite
data, for which GPS could provide point PW calibrations
[Motell et al., 2002].
[6] A network of GPS receivers (Figure 1) covers much
of Kilauea and the summit of Mauna Loa, allowing us to
calculate frequent, accurate estimates for the precipitable
water over much of the area most affected by the storm.
With sites at elevations from sea level to over 4000 m at the

summit and with an average spacing of less than 10 km, this
network provides us with a unique opportunity to examine
the details of the precipitable water distribution as the storm
passed over the southeastern section of the island.
[7] This paper has two main objectives. First, the details
of the precipitable water field are examined to better
understand the evolution and structure of these extreme
events. The possibility of using the GPS PW estimates as a
proxy for rainfall is also explored as a potential local
forecasting tool. Flooding response times in Hawaii are
extremely short (1 hr) so an observational tool based on
GPS for use in nowcasting could be valuable [Kodama and
Businger, 1998]. Second, rainfall and precipitable water
predicted by the mesoscale spectral model are compared
with rain gauge observations and precipitable water estimated by the GPS network to assess how well the model
performed and how it might be improved.
[8] This case study is intended to help in assessing and
extending the capability of GPS to provide raw data and
information for meteorology. With the rapid global proliferation of GPS-Met capable systems and their relative
affordability, it is of value to investigate what information
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can be gathered and interpreted from the GPS as a standalone meteorological instrument and what GPS can contribute as an additional source of data for weather models.

2. Network and Data Methodology
[9] Bevis et al. [1992] first pointed out that the increasingly sophisticated models of the tropospheric refraction
required by GPS geodesists in order to obtain millimeter
accuracy for positioning could be used to derive an estimate
of the total column water vapor content of the atmosphere, or
precipitable water (PW). By using a model of the elevation
dependence of the delay in the troposphere [e.g., Neill,
1996], a time-varying estimate of the total equivalent zenith
delay (ZND) can be calculated during the GPS processing.
There are two main components to this delay: hydrostatic (or
‘‘dry’’) and ‘‘wet’’ (water vapor). The hydrostatic delay
(ZHD) is proportional to the mass of the atmosphere above
the site and so can be predicted accurately by surface
pressure measurements [Saastamoinen, 1972]. The much
more variable wet component (ZWD) can then be determined by subtracting the ZHD from the estimated ZND. In
order to convert the ZWD estimate into a measure of PW the
mean-weighted temperature of the atmosphere is needed.
Studies by Bevis et al. [1994], Duan et al. [1996], and Ross
and Rosenfeld [1997] show that this can be predicted to
sufficient accuracy from surface temperature measurements,
and a mapping parameter ‘‘pi’’ can be calculated that maps
the ZWD into PW. Various subsequent studies have confirmed that the final GPS derived estimate of integrated PW
is of comparable accuracy to traditional meteorological
instruments such as water vapor radiometers and radiosondes [e.g., Tregoning et al., 1998; Gutman and Benjamin,
2001]. As GPS is a relatively cheap, all-weather system, it
has become an increasingly attractive option for augmenting
meteorological networks, and several countries are starting
to fully incorporate GPS data into their weather-models [e.g.,
Gutman and Benjamin, 2001; Dick et al., 2001].
[10] The Pacific GPS Facility (PGF) installed a network of
6 GPS receivers on the South Flank of Kilauea Volcano
during the summer of 1996 and later added an additional site
at the National Weather Service Office in Hilo. A sister
network of 15 receivers was installed by the USGS Hawaii
Volcano Observatory and Stanford University on Kilauea and
Mauna Loa for volcano-deformation monitoring. An additional receiver on Mauna Kea is run by JPL. The combined
networks give dense coverage of the Kilauea area from sea
level to over 4000 m at the summit of Mauna Loa. With the
passing of the Ka‘u storm over these networks we have the
opportunity to image the precipitable water distribution
within this extreme weather system in unprecedented detail.
[11] Although the spatial coverage of the GPS receivers is
very good, only the PGF (PGF1, PGF2, PGF4, PGF5, PGF6
and HILO) and JPL (MKEA) receivers (see Figure 1) have
collocated meteorological instruments to provide the surface
pressure and temperature measurements needed to directly
estimate the PW. Hawaii is famous for its microclimates
[Juvik and Juvik, 1998] due to the orographic effects of the
huge volcanoes. Rainfall in particular varies dramatically
over very short horizontal distances [Giambelluca et al.,
1986], but all surface meteorological parameters are affected
and have complex local variations. The extreme relief across
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the GPS network compounds this problem, making it very
difficult to accurately extrapolate pressure and temperature
fields any distance from the measurement points.
[12] The solution that we adopted was to include data
from the NCEP reanalysis. Pressure, temperature, and dew
point were interpolated from the reanalysis to each GPS site.
The coarse (2.5 degree) grid of the reanalysis is unable to
reproduce the details of the island’s meteorological patterns;
however, the mean values for each site predicted from this
grid were typically very close to the mean measured values;
not surprising, as to a first approximation we are simply
located in the middle of the ocean. A correction field for the
NCEP-predicted data was calculated by modeling the misfits between the observed data and the NCEP-predicted data
using linear spatial gradients and offsets. As the magnitudes
of the misfits from the measured data are small, the
exponential form of the pressure can be ignored and all
the fields treated as behaving linearly, simplifying the
procedure. These final predicted data, interpolated to
the epochs of the GPS atmospheric delay estimates, match
the measured data to 0.25 mbar and 1.5°C RMS while
preventing the extrapolated fields from tending to unrealistic values away from observation points. The accuracies
typically required for pressure and temperature data for use
in GPS meteorology are 0.3 mbar [Saastamoinen, 1972] and
3°C [Emardson and Derks, 2000], indicating that the
extrapolated fields are sufficiently accurate for this study.
[13] GPS data from the all of the Big Island sites running
during the storm were processed using a sliding window
technique [Fang et al., 1999]. This approach uses a moving
time window to select data for processing. Although this
technique can be used with no sequential window overlap in
order to minimize the processing time, allowing a significant overlap for each window has the advantage of producing several estimates for each time epoch. These multiple
estimates allow for an internal check on the consistency of
the solution, and allow us to find a robust average for each
epoch. This also avoids a problem that plagues the more
traditional batch processing wherein the switch from one
24-hour orbit solution to the next leads to a ‘‘boundary
effect’’ at the poorly constrained window edges, generating
sequential solutions that appear offset from each other at
their common epoch. The processing package GAMIT
[King and Bock, 2000] was used along with precise orbits
solutions from the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array
Center (SOPAC) to generate solutions for the 10 days
covering the storm. The processing window was 8 hours
wide and stepped forward in hourly increments. A piecewise constant function with knots every 15 minutes was
used to estimate the atmospheric delays.
[14] Comparing the multiple estimates of the atmospheric
delay at each epoch indicated that the final ZND estimates
are internally consistent to better than 10 mm from solution
to solution. External checks were more problematic: the
NWS radiosonde launches in Hilo failed during the storm
(incidentally illustrating one of the advantages GPS has over
many of the traditional meteorological instruments) and
although there is a second Hawaiian NWS radiosonde launch
site in Lihu‘e, Kaua‘i, the GPS receiver at the site was,
unfortunately, not operational during this period. As no local
independent verification of the GPS estimates was possible
for the storm event we had to rely on previous experience for
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Figure 2. (a) Five GPS-derived precipitable water time series representing a vertical profile from sea
level at PGF6 to MLSP at 4050 m on the summit of Mauna Loa. Also shown as the lines marked a –d are
the four times for which map views are presented in Figure 3. (b) Rainfall from Kapapala Ranch, to the
west of the GPS transect and site of the highest measured rainfall for this event.
our error estimates. Motell et al. [2002] found that the RMS
difference between PW from the Lihu‘e radiosonde and the
GPS site was 1.7 mm. As a significant component of that
difference must be due to errors in the radiosonde PW
retrieval, and studies of GPS PW accuracy elsewhere indicate
similar or better accuracy [e.g., Fang et al., 1998; Tregoning
et al., 1998], we concluded that the absolute accuracy for
those sites with surface meteorological data is 1.5 mm of
PW while for the other sites the combined errors in the GPS
solutions and surface meteorological field extrapolations
translate to an accuracy of 2 mm of PW.
[15] The National Weather Service installed an automatic
rain gauge network across Hawaii in 1995. These Hydronet
sites report accumulated rainfall hourly. The HVO also has

rain gauges attached to its network of volcano monitoring
tiltmeters (rainfall strongly affects measured tilt). In addition, the National Park Service AIRS program maintains
rain gauges within the National Park, and the NOAA Mauna
Loa Observatory site measures rainfall just below the
summit of Mauna Loa. These sources provided a network
of 16 gauges recording hourly rainfall data in and around
the GPS network during the storm.

3. Results
3.1. Temporal Structure of the Precipitable Water
[16] Figure 2a shows a montage of precipitable water
time series from 5 GPS sites. From PGF6, located near sea

Figure 3. (opposite) Map views of precipitable water estimates for epochs a – d marked in Figure 2. (a) 04:00 HST on
1 November, during the precursory drying event. (b) 08:00 HST on 1 November, all sites show a rapid rise in PW.
(c) 01:00 HST on 2 November, as the Hilo and high-level PW peaks, and (d) 09:00 HST on 2 November, as the low-level
PW on the south slopes of Kilauea peaks and Kapapala Ranch records its maximum rain rates. (Note that the Mauna Kea
station went offline sometime after the peak of the storm.)
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level on the south shore of Kilauea the sites step upslope,
roughly northward to MLSP on the summit of Mauna Loa.
Figure 2b shows the rain gauge record for Kapapala ranch,
the location of the highest recorded rainfall for the storm,
and located slightly to the west of this profile.
[17] The five traces show the same general pattern for the
storm, imaging a strong initial drying event followed by a
rapid rise in PW with the high maintained through the night
of 1– 2 November. In detail, however, there are several
interesting differences. The preliminary drying event and
the subsequent rapid rise in PW during the morning of
1 November occur later at the higher elevations: the trough
at MLPM reaches a minimum a little after the lower three
sites and persists longer. At MLSP, well above the inversion
layer on the summit of Mauna Loa, the PW is actually still
rising slightly when the lower sites reach their minimums
(time ‘‘a’’), before showing a brief, small trough while the
others have already begun to climb strongly. The drying
event is probably related to subsidence in front of the
approaching storm, perhaps enhanced by the diurnal katabatic flow as the island cools during the night [Feng and
Chen, 2001].
[18] Notably, while the lower sites continue to see an
increase in PW until midmorning of 2 November, MLPM
starts to decrease earlier, and MLSP (and also HILO; see
Figure 6) reached its peak values at about midnight and
declined throughout the day. The rain data reflect the same
pattern, with rainfall at Kapapala Ranch peaking midmorning and rainfall at Hilo and Moku‘aweoweo peaking at
midnight. This suggests that there were two main rainfall
episodes, the first primarily affecting Hilo and the northeastern slopes of Mauna Loa and the second more locally
focused on the south-eastern slopes at the western edge of
the GPS network (the Ka‘u district).
[19] The details of the sub-peaks that are superimposed
on the broad PW high are subtly different between all the
sites, probably reflecting the small-scale variability inherent
in the atmosphere. Although some of the peaks are clearly
correlated between sites, for others correlations are less
obvious, illustrating the small-scale structure of PW field.
[20] The PGF1 time series is a dramatic testament to the
flash floods that accompanied the peak rainfall of this event.
PGF1 is located several meters above a storm stream
channel. The abrupt end of its time series, shortly after
the peak rainfall recorded at Kapapala Ranch, records when
the floods become so intense that they inundated the
surrounding area and washed the GPS receiver box down
the hill, ripping out the antenna cable and short-circuiting
the electronics. The receiver was recovered near the lip of a
1000 ft cliff, was repaired and the data were recovered.
PGF6 located on the coastal plain below PGF1 and near the
edge of the alluvial fan deposited by such flood events
narrowly avoided a similar fate.
3.2. Spatial Structure of the Precipitable Water
[21] To examine the spatial structure of the PW field, the
PW estimates need to be gridded. In order to perform a
robust two-dimensional gridding, we first need to remove
any explicit elevation dependence of the data. We achieve
this by first removing an exponential fit to the long-term
elevation dependence of the median PW values for each
site. This long-term trend is calculated from all the available

data from 1997 through the end of 2000. The residuals from
the long-term median fit have a linear elevation dependence,
so our final step in the data preparation is to calculate and
remove another, this time linear, elevation fit. Horizontal
trends are also calculated and removed, leaving us with a
trend-free set of residuals with zero mean.
[22] The residuals are then fitted using double Legendre
polynomial series with the orders of the series expansions
chosen subjectively using singular value analysis [Lawson
and Hanson, 1974]. This allows us to examine directly the
trade-off between fitting the data values as closely as
possible and the tendency of the fitting functions to become
poorly constrained and oscillate wildly in the data gaps. In
order to help stabilize this procedure, extra pseudo-data
were added in a coarse grid. As the mean or expected value
of the PW residuals being gridded was zero, a coarse grid of
zeros was added, down-weighted, allowing the real data to
control the solution but helping to constrain it to zero away
from the data points. This procedure helped to minimize
edge instabilities while allowing a sufficiently high number
of degrees of freedom to provide a close fit to the data. In
general the RMS misfit of the polynomial models to the data
is less than 1 mm PW. Once the polynomial fit has been
selected, the polynomials are re-evaluated over the entire
grid and the previously calculated PW trends reintroduced
via a digital elevation model for the area. While this
approach is not the optimal solution to the gridding problem, it should be accurate enough over our short interpolation spans for the purposes of this study.
[23] Using the absolute value of the PW results in maps
that strongly reflect the topography, making it difficult to
discern any relative differences in the spatial distribution. To
show more clearly the relative PW abundance, the difference
in PW from the long-term median trend is plotted (Figure 3).
Here there is still elevation dependence, but it is possible
now to see some of the detail in the relative abundances. The
influx of low-level moisture can be clearly seen as the PW at
lower elevations rises from near its long-term median values
while the peaks of Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea remain
relatively unchanged (Figures 3a and 3b). As the moist layer
thickens and the convective systems become established, the
volcano peaks finally also register PW values well above
average (Figures 3c and 3d).
[24] Simply removing the median value is not enough to
remove all the elevation dependence, and the correlation of
the PW residual with topography is still clear in Figure 3
since the variation from the median is also a function of
height. Foster and Bevis [2003] show that the long-term
variability of PW in Hawaii closely approximates a lognormal distribution. A lognormal distribution is characterized
in terms of its median (M) and its geometric standard
deviation (GSD) [Aitchison and Brown, 1957]. We define
the normalized variability of PW (NPW) at a site in terms of
the number of (geometric) standard deviations from its longterm median value:
NPW ¼ ½logðPWÞ  logðMPW Þ=GSDPW ;

where MPW and GSDPW are the median and the GSD of PW
at the site calculated from a data set of several years of PW
estimates.
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Figure 4. (a – d) Maps showing the normalized variability of PW (NPW) for the same epochs as in
Figure 3. NPW = [log (PW)  log (M PW)]/GSDPW. MPW is the long-term median PW value at a site,
and GSDPW is the long-term geometric standard deviation.
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Figure 5. Four GPS and rain gauge site pairs showing the relationship between the precipitable water
and rainfall time series. (MLSP was used instead of MOKP, which is closer to the rain gauge, because
MOKP was not active until after the main storm event had passed.) In addition to the absolute PW, the
long-term median PW values and the +1, +2 and +3 standard deviation values are shown. The vertical
range for the four panels has been chosen to provide the same vertical scaling for the PW.
[25] This number is intrinsically height-independent and
so provides a flexible basis for the representation and
gridding of precipitable water. Note that although these
standard deviations are derived from the absolute PW, they
themselves do not directly represent a physically meaningful measure of the atmosphere; however, we believe that
they do provide a useful way of visualizing the relative PW
abundance in areas with large topographic relief.
[26] Imaging the same epochs using this approach
(Figure 4) highlights the excess NPW at the higher
elevations on the summits of Mauna Loa and Mauna

Kea (Figure 4a), with a relative low over the western part
of Kilauea and the lower south flanks of Mauna Loa. A
single patch of slightly higher NPW is located midway
down the East Rift Zone of Kilauea. During the phase of
rapid PW increase (Figure 4b) we see a broad regional
rise with little variation across the network except for the
same relative high on the East Rift Zone, now a little
farther north toward Hilo. The summits now have a NPW
levels similar to the lower areas.
[27] During the peak of the first main rainfall episode
(Figure 4c) the NPW pattern shows excess PW concentrated
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Figure 6. Plot of total rainfall for this event against elevation of the gauges. The four gauges chosen in
Figure 5 for their proximity to GPS sites fall within a well-defined group shown with the larger solid
circles. This group is chosen to represent the regional relationship with the function RAIN = 826 
0.1952  ELEV.
over the summit and south slopes of Mauna Loa and
extending over the saddle with Kilauea toward Hilo. This
is the zone of highest precipitation and the area where
onshore winds blowing directly upslope (Figure 1) promote
uplift and anchor the system to the side of the volcano. The
incoming flow may also decelerate as it encounters the
island obstacle, leading to convergent airflow offshore.
[28] In Figure 4d we see that the NPW is declining at
most locations, especially the summits. Despite this general
decline, this was the period of most intense rainfall measured at Kapapala Ranch indicating that although less moist
air is being uplifted above the summit area of Mauna Loa,
there is still intense localized convergence on the lower
slopes. A NPW high can be seen below the Kapapala Ranch
gauge: it seems likely that this NPW high actually extended
further inland but, as there is no GPS site close by, the PW
for this area is not well described by extrapolation from the
Kilauea sites for this period.
3.3. Precipitable Water and Rainfall
[29] There are 4 GPS sites in the network that have rain
gauges located within a few kilometers. As the GPS
antennas and rain gauges are close to each other we can
reasonably assume that they recorded the same events at the
same time, giving us the opportunity to examine in detail
the relationship between the PW and rainfall (Figure 5).
These four pairs constitute an east-west profile from near
sea level at Hilo to 4050 m at the top of Mauna Loa. The
total rainfall for these gauges for the 36 hours of the event
ranges from 100 mm (4 inches) on the summit of Mauna
Loa to 785 mm (30 inches) in Hilo, with the peak rainfall
occurring during the night of 1 November and early
morning of 2 November local time (HST = UTC-10). The
first significant rainfall occurs with the rapid rise in PW
during the early morning of 1 November as the moist air
first reaches the island. The rain typically begins as the PW
reaches between 2 and 3 GSD above the median and
increases in intensity with increasing PW. The PW climbs
to a high plateau, with levels typically more than 3 standard

deviations from their long-term-median values, and over the
next 24 hours the PW shows small, short-period peaks
superimposed over this plateau. In many cases these spikes
appear to be correlated with increases in the rainfall at the
nearby rain gauge, although the size and duration of these
rain spikes is less clearly related to the size of the PW
spikes. Finally the PW starts to fall, with rain largely
ceasing by 14:00 on 2 November as the PW drops below
3 GSD. The slow PW decline back toward median values is
interrupted on 3 November by a brief peak at the three
lower sites that is uncorrelated with significant rain at any of
these except WAOP.
[30] Comparing the rainfall records of the four sites, it can
be seen that although the drying and subsequent rapid
increase in PW is roughly contemporaneous at the three
low-elevation sites, as is the onset of the rain at all sites, the
timing for the peak rates of rainfall differs across the
network. HILO shows a small initial rain event, followed
at sundown (18:00) by sustained high-intensity rainfall
through the night, dropping off at sunrise (06:30) with one
last burst midmorning. In contrast, the two midlevel sites
have higher rates during the initial onset, and their most
sustained intense rainfall occurs later, around dawn. The
highest site, MLSP, has its peak rainfall at midnight, closely
tracking the PW, but is then relatively constant until it
finally stops midafternoon on 2 November.
[31] The apparent correlation of many of the rainfall
peaks with precipitable water spikes suggests that is may
be possible to convert the PW into an estimate of rainfall.
We have already normalized the elevation dependency of
the PW by expressing it as the number of GSDs from a
long-term median. As the rainfall is also elevation dependent, it too needs normalizing in order to examine its
relationship to the PW. Figure 6 shows the total accumulated rainfall for the storm plotted against the elevations of
the gauges. The four gauges shown in Figure 5 fall
coincidentally on a well defined line and so a linear, least
squares fit to the group of sites plotting near this trend
was chosen as a representative function for normalizing
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Figure 7. Scatterplot showing rain rates versus precipitable water for the four site pairs in Figure 5:
MLSP/MOK (diamonds), UWEV/UWEV (circles) WAOP/POC (triangles) and HILO/HILO (squares).
The four data sets have been displaced vertically for clarity, and the vertical (rain rate) scale is shown.
The empirically determined bounds to the data are shown as dotted and solid lines. The lower bound
(dotted line) is described by the equation RAIN = (826  0.1952  ELEV)  {0.005 + 0.005  exp
[2.5  (NPW  1.75)]}, and the upper bound (solid line) is described by RAIN = (826  0.1952 
ELEV)  (0.005 + 0.005  exp [5.0  (NPW  3.0)]}. Shown as the intermediate dashed line is the
chosen representative equation linking rainfall and PW: RAIN = (826  0.1952  ELEV)  (0.005 +
0.005  exp [3.75  (NPW  2.5)]}, where NPW is the normalized PW given by the number of
geometric standard deviations the PW is above its median value. The intersections of the dotted, dashed
and solid lines with the x axis indicate NPW levels of 1.75, 2.5 and 3.0 for each site.

rainfall by elevation. This form of elevation dependence
would only be expected during active convection where
there is no inversion layer, but as this is precisely the type
of event that produces heavy rainfall this is not an
impediment.
[32] Examining the relationship between PW and rainfall
(Figure 7) shows that although there is broad scatter for
low-rainfall events, there is a common pattern for higher
rain rates. For each site significant rainfall starts at NPW
levels above 1.75 GSD above normal (indicated by the
intersections of the left-hand, dotted lines with the x axis),
with rates nonlinearly dependent on NPW above this point.
Once the NPW reaches 3 (shown by intersections of the
right-hand, solid lines with the x axis) all sites show rainfall.
Note that Hilo records heavy rainfall at lower NPW levels
than the other sites. This may be partly due to sensitivity to
the exact value of the geometric standard deviation when
mapping from measured PW to the NPW, or may simply
reflect the inadequacy of this method to fully represent the
physical processes. The consequence of the onset of heavy
rain at Hilo for lower standard deviation levels is that rain
rates will be under-modeled when NPW is mapped to
rainfall.

[33] The lack of correlation at lower rain rates is not
surprising and is probably due to a combination of factors.
These low-rain-rate showers occurred both before and after
the storm and formed under prevailing trade wind conditions. Previous work [e.g., Chen and Nash, 1994] has
shown that trade wind showers on the Big Island are formed
by the interaction of early morning (late evening) upslope
(downslope) winds and the synoptic winds. These showers
are not driven by deep convection but are controlled by
local topography and wind convergence. For these showers
we would expect the relationship with PW to be very
different. Additionally, GPS PW estimates represent a mean
equivalent zenith value for all the ray paths measured over
the time window of each solution knot. The GPS PW
estimates, therefore, both spatially and temporally smooth
the atmosphere. Small rain events and even most individual
convective cells may be somewhat smaller than the area, or
‘‘cone of influence,’’ over which the GPS atmospheric
delays are averaged (typically about a 13 km radius),
leading to a significant intrinsic underestimate of any
smaller-scale PW anomaly over the GPS site. This will tend
to reduce any correlation between GPS PW and low-rainfall
events.
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Figure 8. (a – d) Map views of the GPS-derived predictions of rainfall. The equation used to map PW
into rainfall is given in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Bar graphs of accumulated 3-hr rainfall for UTC day 307 for the MSM- and GPS-estimated
rainfall and the measured rainfall. Gauges 1 – 9. MSM-predicted rainfall is shown as black bars, GPSderived estimates are shown in gray and observed values are shown in white.
[34] We define an algorithm for estimating rainfall from
the PW by ignoring the lower values as argued above, and
assuming an exponential form for higher values. The
empirically determined formula is given by
RAIN ¼ ð8:26  0:1952  ELEVÞ
 f0:005 þ 0:005  exp½3:75  ðNPW  2:5Þg:

[35] This equation uses 2.5 GSD as its threshold for the
onset of rain, and the rate increases exponentially with
NPW above this level. The equation is represented in
Figure 7 by the center, dashed line. In Figure 8 we use this
algorithm to convert the PW maps shown in Figure 4 into
equivalent maps of rainfall estimated from the PW. The
general patterns of the rainfall naturally follow the patterns
for the NPW described in Figure 4. Now, however, the

pattern is modulated by elevation, resulting in only small
values for the rainfall over the summits and relatively high
values at lower elevations. The mapping generates its first
rainfall during the rapid PW rise (Figure 8b) with low levels
upslope of Hilo and on the lower southeast slopes of Mauna
Loa. The rain during the PW peak in the early morning
hours of 2 November is concentrated at these same locations, with lower levels over most of the entire area. A
gridding artifact is visible on the south rift zone of Mauna
Loa where the poorly constrained portion of the mapped
field shows very high rainfall. Rainfall drops almost everywhere by the final panel (Figure 8d) as the storm passes,
except in the area near the Kapapala rain gauge, which
records its highest rainfall at this time. As noted earlier,
although the zone of highest mapped rainfall does not quite
extend to the gauge location, it seems likely that this is due
to its distance from the nearest GPS site and that if the PW
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, but for gauges 10– 16.

field was slightly better constrained this extreme rain zone
would map a little higher on the slope.
3.4. GPS and the Mesoscale Spectral Model
[36] To test the performance of the conversion algorithm,
the mapped rainfall was estimated for each rain gauge
location for day 307 for which the MSM was run
(Figures 9 and 10). Accumulated 3-hour rainfall (the time
interval for the MSM) is plotted for each of the three data
sets for all the rain gauges.
[37] The GPS-predicted rainfall follows the pattern of PW
with most sites showing a general increase until the middle of
the day before falling off again. The observed rainfall shows
more variation, with several sites experiencing a slight lull in
the rain during the middle of the day that the GPS derived
field is unable to reproduce. In other cases however the
fluctuations in PW that are captured by this conversion do
seem to match quite well with the observed rainfall.

[38] Some sites, particularly those on the southeast portion of Kilauea, are quite poorly matched. The PW maps
show a persistent relative low in PW over some of this area
(Figure 4); however, the algorithm still overestimates rainfall for most the day. The Mauna Loa Observatory represents a similar case. Here again the GPS predicts again
much more rainfall than is observed. This is probably
mainly due to the shadow effect of the summit with the
bulk of the precipitation occurring on the upwind (for this
event) side on the volcano. At Kapapala Ranch the late burst
of extreme rainfall is not reproduced by the GPS data and it
overestimates the earlier rates; however, the total accumulated rainfall matches quite well. The observed rainfall at
Hilo is underestimated: this is probably at least partly due to
the relatively low values of PW standard deviations that are
calculated for this site but, as in all these cases, may be also
due to the inability of PW alone to provide enough information to accurately predict rainfall.
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estimates, particularly for higher values. As the discrepancy
is larger than the expected GPS errors and affects all sites at
all epochs with high PW levels it seems clear that the MSM
is underestimating PW. The effect this has on the rainfall
predictions is illustrated in Figure 12, where the MSM
misfits for the precipitable water and the rainfall at the
same four GPS/rain gauge site pairs used to generate the
GPS rainfall algorithm above are shown. Although the data
show broad scatter and one extreme outlier, the linear
correlation between the underestimate of PW and the
underestimate of rainfall is clear. Encouragingly the bestfit line passes very close to the origin, indicating that where
the PW is well modeled the predicted rainfall also matches
the observations, suggesting that there is no inherent bias
in the MSM predictions.

4. Conclusions

Figure 11. MSM-predicted precipitable water and GPSobserved precipitable water, indicating pervasive MSM
underestimation for higher values.
[39] Interestingly, even though the MSM does better at
matching the total 24-hour rainfall for low-rainfall sites, in
many cases the GPS is better at predicting individual spikes
in the rainfall. This is even more obvious for the highrainfall sites where the MSM persistently underestimates
rainfall almost all the time. This does not imply that the
GPS is better at predicting rainfall: the algorithm we have
developed here is an a posteriori model and so it cannot be
meaningfully compared with the MSM; however, it does
indicate that the PW is not being adequately predicted by
the MSM. This is illustrated in Figure 11, where the MSMpredicted PW is plotted against the GPS-estimated PW. The
MSM predictions are significantly lower than the GPS

[40] We use a GPS network over Kilauea and Mauna Loa
volcanoes to image the precipitable water field of the Ka‘u
storm, as it passed over this portion of the island. The
subsidence ahead of the system and rapid increase in PW as
the storm impacts the island are clearly visible in the time
series. The timing of the main PW peaks across the network
along with the rain gauge records suggest that there were
two main rain events, while short period spikes illustrate the
small-scale variability of the PW field.
[41] We develop a normalizing approach for the PW
based on climatological statistics that allows us to visualize
the relative PW distribution more effectively. Examining
these maps of the PW field highlights the spatial structure of
the convective system, revealing how the topography of
Kilauea and the south flank of Mauna Loa anchors the
storm system, leading to prolonged intense convection and
rainfall.
[42] Using the observed correlation between the PW and
the measured rainfall we construct a heuristic algorithm to
estimate rainfall from the PW. Results from the algorithm
suggest that GPS PW may be able to provide upper and
lower bounds on storm rain rates. Flood response times in

Figure 12. Misfit between MSM-predicted rainfall and observed rainfall plotted against the misfit
between MSM-predicted precipitable water and GPS-estimated precipitable water. Dashed line indicates
median fit to the data with the one extreme outlier removed.
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Hawaii are very short and so flash flood warnings are
principally a nowcasting problem. If this algorithm, perhaps
with modifications, is able to perform adequately for other
deep-convective rainfall events it may provide local forecasters with a useful empirical tool to aid in flash flood
warnings.
[43] The MSM did not predict the high rainfall measured
during this storm. Comparing the GPS-derived PW with the
rainfall and PW predicted by the MSM we conclude that the
shortfall in the MSM rainfall predictions is largely due to its
underestimate of PW. Although incorporating GPS PW data
into the MSM is likely to be of limited benefit in terms of
weather forecasting as it can only provide information on
the PW over the islands and not for the critical upstream
zone, the fact the PW was underestimated by the MSM for
virtually every epoch at every location suggests that the
GPS PW could at least help provide better initialization
values, leading to some improvement in its performance,
particularly in extreme weather.
[44] A related but more valuable role for GPS in weather
forecasting for island locations, however, would be to
provide absolute PW calibrations for satellite maps of the
regional PW field. Satellite derived PW is already being
used in the weather models providing forecasts for the
Mauna Kea Observatories [Businger et al., 2002]. Using
GPS to provide ties for the satellite data would be an
approach that would combine the accuracy and continuous
time coverage of GPS with the broad spatial coverage but
low absolute accuracy PW available from satellites.
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